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Access Information Statement 

Daleacres 

 

Contact Information 

For those wishing to contact Caravan and Motorhome Club by phone, typetalk calls can 
be made to sites, and for members only to the Contact Centre on 01342 327490. The 
Caravan and Motorhome Club’s website has been designed with accessibility in mind, and 
includes keyboard navigation and Browsealoud texthelp. The Website complies with the 
W3C level A guidelines. 

 
Arrival and Car Parking Facilities  

The main site areas are access controlled. Both barriers have proximity card readers at 
1170mm in height. The exit reader is at 900mm in height. There are 13 car parking spaces 
for visitors including 1 marked out accessible bay. The bays and road have a tarmac finish. 
The late arrivals area has space for 2 vehicles on gravel; spaces are not marked out.  

 

Reception  

There is a dropped kerb to the paving around the reception block. The paving slopes up to 
the reception entrance at a gradient of 1:15 for 1200mm and 1:10 for 1600mm. There are 
no handrails to the ramps. There is no call bell. The door has raised weather bar that gives 
a 20mm upstand. The door clear opening width is 900mm. Internally there is 2200mm x 
2000mm circulation space. The reception desk is 890mm high with no lowered section. 
There is no hearing induction loop system.  

 

Pitches  

There are 4 accessible pitches which are sometimes allocated for disabled visitors on 
request. 2 of these pitches are on grass and 2 are on gravel. There is no roll-out mat 
provided. The pitches are approx. 165m from reception, 30m from the toilet block and 
15m from the services point.  

 

Circulation around the Site  

There is a road around the site with occasional speed bumps. There is a pedestrian path, 
1200mm wide with tarmac surface, running part of the way from reception to the toilet 
block.  

 

Toilet Block  

The toilet block entrance door has 800mm clear opening width and level threshold. The 
inner lobby is spacious.  

The door into the male and female toilets achieve a 780mm clear opening width. Male 
and female toilets each have WC cubicles, 1 has a horizontal grab rail to one side, Privacy 
Cubicles, one of which has a horizontal grab rail to one side, and washbasins with lever 
non-mixer taps, shower cubicles with level access into shower and a built-in bench, one 
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shower has grab rails. The showers have lever type controls at 1300mm height and an 
adjustable height shower head 1500mm to 2000mm height. The floor is tiled and there is 
some visual contrast.  

The accessible WC and shower has a RADAR lock with key available from reception. The 
door opens outwards and gives 870mm clear opening width. The room is 2600mm x 
1950mm and contains a WC and shower both arranged for left hand transfer. The 
arrangement of fittings is as follows: WC flush handle at 1100mm; no grab rail above 
basin on side furthest from WC; basin 250mm from WC, though as basin is large to allow 
washing it would not be possible to fix closer to WC without obstructing WC use. There 
are lever non-mixer taps. The drop-down rail to the WC is floor mounted and may 
interfere with side transfer and prevent access to the vertical rail on rear wall. The soap 
dispenser and hand drier are out of reach of WC and the alarm reset button is at ceiling 
level. The shower has no drop down rails present. The shower control is lever type, at 
900mm height, and the adjustable shower head at 1250mm height to 1800mm height. A 
small fold down seat projects only 350mm, though a freestanding shower chair also 
available. There is no alarm cord within reach of shower.  

 

Other Facilities  

The baby and toddler room door achieves a 770mm clear opening width. Inside the room 
there is a low WC, low basin, a small bath with shower head and a fold-down baby 
changing table. There are lever non-mixer taps to basin and bath  

The dishwashing room and the laundry are in the toilet block. There is a gradient on the 
route to the doors of 1:10 for 1500mm. There is a handrail to one side only at a height of 
1000mm. Route width is adequate. The doors are glazed and both give 690mm clear 
opening width and have level thresholds.  

The dishwashing room has 2100mm x 1800mm circulation space. There are 4 sinks - 3 are 
at 920mm height and 1 is at 730mm height with 650mm knee space below. There are 
lever non-mixer taps.  

The laundry has 2000mm x 3700mm circulation space. There are 2 sinks at 900mm height 
with lever non-mixer taps; 2 washing machines and 1 dryer. The dryer is front-loading with 
controls at 1060mm height. 1 washing machine is front-loading with controls at 1060mm 
height. 1 washing machine is top-loading with controls at 1000mm height.  

The information room door has a raised weather bar that gives a 20mm upstand. The 
clear opening width of the door is 880mm. Internally the room is 1520mm deep x 
2100mm wide. There are shelves at 1040mm height and a display unit at 500mm to 
1200mm height.  

The public telephone door have a raised weather bar that gives a 20mm upstand. The 
door clear opening width is 880mm. Internal space is approx. 1100mm x 900mm. The 
telephone is wall mounted at 1450mm to coin slot and 1320mm height to top button. 
Telephone has an inductive coupler.  

There is an external service point near to the accessible pitches with level access to 
facilities. The taps are non-lever type.  

The games room block is opposite the reception block and contains a games room, 
recreation room and male and female toilets. The female toilet is also an accessible toilet. 
There is a short ramp to give access to the games room and the female/disabled person’s 
toilet. The ramp is 2000mm long with gradient of approximately 1:13. There is a handrail 
to one side only at a height of 1000mm.  
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The games room door opens in and is heavy to open and has a clear opening width of 
780mm. The door has a level threshold. The room is very large with adequate space for 
wheelchair manoeuvre and contains a table tennis table, table football and snooker table.  

The female/accessible WC door opens outwards achieving a 850mm clear opening width. 
Inside there is 1420mm x 2200mm space allowing wheelchair manoeuvre, though slightly 
less than 1500mm turning circle. There is an accessible WC and washbasin with right 
transfer to WC. The fittings are as follows: vertical rail to rear wall to WC is missing; drop 
down rail to WC is present but is floor mounted in front of rear wall and so may block side 
transfer to WC; the vertical rail above basin on side furthest from WC is missing. The basin 
is 370mm from WC though as basin is large to allow washing it would not be possible to 
fix closer to WC without obstructing WC use. The soap dispenser and hand drier are out of 
reach of WC. The alarm reset button is at ceiling level. There is toilet paper on a roll, lever 
non-mixer taps and coat hooks at 1450mm.  

The male toilet has a 150mm step at the door. The door opens in and is heavy to open 
and gives 770mm clear opening width. The room contains a WC and washbasin with lever 
non-mixer taps.  

The recreation room is accessed up short ramp. The ramp is 2400mm long with gradient 
of approximately 1:16. There is a handrail to one side only at a height of 1000mm. The 
door opening width is 780mm over a level threshold. The room is very large with adequate 
space for wheelchair manoeuvre and contains tables and chairs and a television.  

There is a play area on the site. Access is across a grassed area. The gate gives 1100mm 
clear opening width and the play area is spacious and level. 


